CBE In the News:

- **AAAS Fellow: UD engineering professor Wagner recognized for work in advancing science**

Department Events:

- **CBE Centennial Seminar Series**
  Arup Chakraborty, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
  Friday, December 5, 2014
  10:00 am in 102 CBL
  "How to Hit HIV Where it Hurts"

- **CHEG Department Holiday Party**
  Wednesday, December 3, 2014
  5:00 PM - 9:00 PM at Klondike Kate's
  Features at the event this year will include:
  - Appetizer buffet and an open bar that offers beer, cider, and soda
  - The return of the Colburn Holiday band! Check out Tamás' email for details regarding details
  - Fourth Annual Research Group Dessert Competition! This is your research group's opportunity to contend for the trophy previously won by the Epps group
  - White Elephant gift exchange! This is a new tradition we hope to start and the rules are simple. Bring a small wrapped gift (~$5) and you will exchange your gift for a ticket. After a certain point in the evening we will make an announcement and anyone with a ticket can come select a gift to take home! Please keep gifts appropriate for all ages & be creative!
  - Please RSVP to the Holiday Party through this Evite link and we ask that all attending to contribute $5 (per person) to help pay for this event. Please bring your $5 to either Tamás Prileszky (CLB 019) or Amber Hilderbrand (CLB 219).

Other Department Seminars/Events:

- **MEEG Seminar**
  Yi-Xian Qin, Stony Brook University
  Friday, December 5, 2014
  12:15 pm in 106 CCM
  "Bone Adaptation and Regeneration Regulated by Mechanotransductive Signals - From in Vivo to In Vitro"

Jobs/Recruiting:

- **Cain Department of Chemical Engineering at LSU**

Available positions can be found on the Chemical & Biomolecular Engineering opportunity website (http://www.che.udel.edu/biz/OppIndex.html), so be sure to check it regularly.